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Abstract: Il qilin 麒麟 è un animale chi-
merico della tradizione cinese, spesso associato ad 
altri animali mitici come il drago e la fenice. Nelle 
descrizioni che ne fanno i Classici ha delle sembian-
ze a metà tra un drago e un cervo ma è caratteriz-
zato dalla presenza di un unico corno, ecco perché 
in Occidente viene spesso identificato con l’unicorno. 
Tradizionalmente la sua comparsa è di buon au-
spicio e la sua uccisione simbolo di sventura. Nella 
Sinicae Historiae Decas Prima di M. Martini 
si trova un lungo passaggio che descrive l’incontro 
tra Confucio e un qilin, che viene catturato e poi 
ucciso, e che l’autore interpreta come presagio dell’in-
carnazione e sacrificio del Cristo. Il qilin diventa 
quindi metafora strumentale che sostituisce l’Agnello 
(termine che a detta di Martini non era gradito ai 
cinesi) in quel processo di adattamento e sintesi del 
pensiero tradizionale cinese di matrice confuciana 
al messaggio cristiano, portato avanti dai gesuiti in 
Cina nel XVII secolo.

Introduction

The qilin 麒麟 is a chimeric animal 

belonging to the Chinese mythological tra-

dition. In the Book of  Rites (Liji 礼记) it is 

listed among the four sacred animals (si ling 
四灵), together with the dragon (long 龙), 

the phoenix (fenghuang 凤凰) and the turtle 

(gui 龟).
1
 From its physical descriptions in 

the Classics and its figurative representations 
in paintings and sculptures, it is possible to 

find a resemblance to a dragon and a deer, 
but (more often than not) it is depicted with 
just one horn, that is why it is usually asso-

ciated with the unicorn in the West. Tradi-
tionally, its appearance is an auspicious sign, 

while its killing is a bad omen. In Martino 
Martini’s  (1614-1661) Sinicae Historiae Decas 
Prima (Monaco 1658), there is a long pas-
sage describing Confucius’ grief  over the 

capture and killing of  a qilin, taken from 

Chinese historical sources. The author reads 
these events as a presage of  Christ’s incar-

nation and sacrifice. The qilin thus becomes 

instrumental in replacing the “Lamb”, the 
traditional Western metaphor for the in-

nocent Jesus Christ, that was not suitable 
to the Chinese context, as Martini himself  
writes. The episode also portrays Confucius 
as a prophet who foresees the coming of  the 
Son of  God. 

The present study, after a presentation 
of  the qilin in the Chinese culture, its phys-

ical and moral traits, its symbolic meaning 

and its association with other real or myth-

ological animals, will analyze the excerpt on 
the encounter between Confucius and the 
beast as in the Sinicae Historiae, and Martini’s 

Christian interpretation of  it, highlighting 

how this reading was one of  the key steps 
in the wider project of  accommodation 
and synthesis of  the traditional Confucian 

thought with the Christian message, carried 
on by most of  the China Jesuits in the 17th

 

century.

The qilin 麒麟

The term qilin 麒麟, also sometimes 

written with the radical of  horse, refers to a 
mythological animal of  the Chinese cultur-

al tradition whose origins are still debated. 
The disyllabic compound is already attested 
in the pre-Qin classics, but the animal is also 

often referred to as just lin 麟 (rarely only 

as qi 麒). From a phonetical point of  view, 
qilin [tɕhilin] goes back to the earlier (*)kilin 

of  Late Middle Chinese (8th
-11

th
 centuries). 

This form was exported to the neighboring 
languages becoming kirin in Japanese, girin 
or kirin in Korean, ky lan in Vietnamese, kilin 
in Manchu. Together with the word, the ico-

nography and legends around this chimeric 

animal were transmitted as well.2

The first occurrence of  the qilin 麒麟 

in the Chinese classical literature is attested 

in the Book of  Odes (Shijing 诗经), a collec-

tion of  poems dated between the 11th
 and 

the 7
th century BC. Here, it is called only lin 

麟 and appears in one of  the songs of  the 

Guofeng 国风 section, the Lin zhi zhi 麟之趾 

“The hooves of  the lin”:
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麟之趾，振振公子，于嗟麟兮。
麟之定，振振公姓，于嗟麟兮。
麟之角，振振公族，于嗟麟兮！

The hooves of  the lin: 

The noble sons of  our Prince , 
Ah ! they are the lin! 

The forehead of  the lin: 

The noble grandsons of  our Prince , 
Ah ! they are the lin!

 

The horn of  the lin: 

The noble kindred of  our Prince , 
Ah ! they are the lin!

 3
 

The text wishes that the descendants of  
the prince will be prosperous and outstand-

ing, like the wonderful lin with its magic fea-

tures. Therefore, it is possible to already find 
the qilin celebrated as a noble animal with 
positive connotations.

4
 

In later sources, including the Spring 
and Autumn Annals (Chunqiu 春秋, 5

th
 centu-

ry BC), the Master of  Huainan (Huainanzi 淮
南子, 2

nd century BC), the Discussive Weighing 
(Lun Heng 论衡, ca. 80 AD), the Book of  the 
Later Han (Hou Hanshu 后汉书, 5

th
 century 

AD) etc.,5 several accounts of  apparition or 

capture of  a qilin are recorded. These epi-
sodes all suggest that the supernatural ani-

mal always appeared during the reign of  a 
righteous emperor. As a matter of  fact, in 

the dictionary Shuowen jiezi 说文解字 (100 

AD) and other texts, the qilin is described as 

a felicitous, benevolent beast (qilin ren shou ye 
麒麟仁兽也), sent by God as a reward for a 
good sovereign.

6
 

Aside from being a political symbol, 

the qilin was popularly believed to be able 
to secure a male heir. In this sense, a very 

widespread legend tells that on the night of  
the birth of  Confucius a qilin was seen by 
his house, coughing up a jade scroll with an 
engraving stating that Confucius would have 
the virtue of  an emperor, though not the 

status.
7
 

While there is a generalized agreement 

in the historical sources linking the qilin to 

an auspicious sign, his appearance and re-

semblance with other animals is not univo-

cal.

Concerning its physical traits, the anal-

yses of  literary sources and figurative repre-

sentations of  the qilin prove that its depic-

tion has changed in people’s imaginary over 

the centuries. Almost all its portrayals show 
a basic resemblance with an animal of  the 
deer family. However, peculiar traits were 
added to distinguish a qilin from a real deer, 

due to its inclusion among the sacred ani-

mals, its link with political auspices and cult.8
From the above-mentioned poem in 

the Book of  Odes, the qilin is portrayed with 
hooves and horns (at least one). In the Xiao-
jing wei 孝经纬 of  the Han period, there is 
a record of  Confucius seeing an animal that 

has some resemblance to an elk, has got a 

goat head and horns padded with flesh (ru 
mi, yang tou, tou shang you jiao, qi mo you rou 
如麋，羊头，头上有角，其末有肉). In 

the already mentioned Shuowen, the qilin is 

described as an elk, but with the tail of  an 
ox and one horn (mi shen, niu wei, yi jiao 麋
身，牛尾，一角). In the Caomu shu 草木
疏, compiled during the Eastern Jin dynasty 
(265-316 AD), the record is more detailed: 
the qilin has the body of  a muntjac, the tail 

of  an ox, the feet of  a horse with round 
hooves, it is yellow and has one horn at the 
end of  which there is flesh (jun shen, niu wei, 
ma zu, huangse, yuan ti, yi jiao, jiao duan you rou 
麕身，牛尾，马足，黄色，圆蹄，一
角，角端有肉).

9
 In the dictionary Eryayi 

尔雅翼, compiled between 1174-1270, we 
read that, aside from the above mentioned 

characteristics, it has wings to fly with (you yi 
neng fei 有翼能飞).

10
 

As for the qilin’s representation in 

paintings and sculptures, during the Han pe-

riod, two steles in Shanyang, the Qilin bei 麒
麟碑 and the Lin Feng bei 麟凤碑, show that 
it was a four-legged animal similar to a deer, 
with cloven hooves and just one horn.11

 

Several stone carvings of  the same period, 
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located in different Chinese provinces, con-

firm these main traits with few differences: 
one straight horn ending with a round or tri-
angular lump, in carvings found in Jiangsu 
and Sichuan province; long elegant stylized 

feathers on the back, as in a carving in Si-

chuan; a horse body and a deer head in a 

carving of  Shandong; the horn not placed at 

the top of  the head but in the middle of  the 

face, as in a carving in Nanyang.
12

 

During the Tang dynasty (618-907), the 
qilin looked more like something between an 
ox and a horse, as it can be seen in the stone 
qilin placed in front of  the tomb of  empress 

Wu Zetian 武则天 (624-705)’s mother: it 

has one crooked and very decorated horn, 

two wings enriched with a pattern of  curly 
clouds, horse feet, and a hanging tail. The 
general resemblance is that of  a vigorous 

though composed, docile animal.

From the Song dynasty onward, the 
qilin began to resemble more and more to 

a dragon. Its head has all the characteristics 

of  a dragon’s, the body is partially or total-

ly covered with fish scales and wreathed in 
flames or smoke. The stone qilin in front of  

the Gate of  Compassion and Tranquility 
(Cining men 慈宁门) in Beijing’s “Forbid-

den City” is an example, although it has two 
horns.

 13

Aside from the different portrayals of  

the qilin over the centuries, the animal has 

been associated with other real or mytholog-

ical animals both in China and in the West.

The qilin as a giraffe 

In 1414 a live giraffe was brought to 
China for the first time by Zheng He 郑和 

(1371-1433), a Chinese explorer, diplomat 
and fleet admiral in Southeast Asia, India, 
Horn of  Africa and Arabia. The animal was 
an offer from the Sultan of  Bengal and was 
presented as a qilin to the Ming Emperor 

Yongle 永乐 (1360-1424).
14 The emperor 

was jubilant, taking this as a proof  of  the 
Mandate of  Heaven upon his reign (he ac-

tually was a usurper). He ordered the court 
historiographer Shen Du 沈度 (1357-1434) 

to write a poem to remember the event: the 
Ode to the Auspicious Qilin (Ruiying qilin song 瑞
应麒麟颂). In addition, Yongle ordered the 

court painter to inscribe the poem together 

with a portrait of  the animal in what became 
famous as the Ruiying qilin tu 瑞应麒麟图, 

today preserved in the National Palace Mu-

seum of  Taipei. Other similar paintings were 
made in those years and in all of  them the 

giraffe was referred to as qilin.
For this reason, a few scholars have de-

bated on whether the qilin had always been 
referring to a giraffe in Chinese accounts, or 

that the word referred to a giraffe at least 
from the 15

th
 century and until the modern 

term changjinglu 长颈鹿 (literally ‘deer with a 
long neck’) came into use.

15
 Some of  them 

concluded that giraffes might have already 

been present in ancient China. However, a 
simple look at the early descriptions and rep-

resentations of  the qilin easily proves that it 

lacks some of  the most outstanding features 

of  a giraffe, e.g., very tall, very long neck and 

legs, two short ossicones on top of  the head. 
More likely, the giraffe was presented as a 
qilin simply because of  the prosperous po-

litical meaning attached to the mythological 

animal.
16

The qilin as a unicorn

The word ‘qilin’ is usually translated 

as ‘unicorn’ and identified with it because 
of  the many characteristics the two myth-

ological animals share: they are hoofed and 

winged, have an equine appearance and one 
horn on the forehead. Finally, in both the 

Western and Chinese tradition they are pos-

itive symbols associated with good omens. 
In Borges’ bestiary (I ed. 1957), for 

example, there is an entry dedicated to the 
“Chinese Unicorn”, stating that: “The Chi-
nese unicorn or k’i-lin is one of  the four aus-

picious animals […]. The unicorn is the first 
of  the quadruped animals; it has the body 
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of  a deer, the tail of  an ox and the head of  a 
horse; the horn on his forehead is made of  

flesh […] it does not step on green pasture 
and does not harm any creature […]. It nat-
urally lives for one thousand years.”

17
 

However, as already mentioned, the 
depiction of  the qilin is very varied and has 

changed over the centuries, therefore, spe-

cialized scholars write about an “entire uni-
corn fauna” in China.

18 The link between the 
qilin and the unicorn motif  of  India and Eu-

rope has also been questioned and the dif-

ferences between the two have been pointed 
out. For example, Jeannie T. Parker’s recent 
work tries to demonstrate how the actual 
counterpart of  the Western unicorn is not 

the qilin but another Chinese mythological 

animal, the zhi 廌, a one-horned female 

goat-like beast symbolizing justice. Accord-

ing to her, the myth of  the unicorn originat-

ed in China and then spread to other parts 

of  Asia and Europe.
19 In another study, Li 

and Yan highlight that what the qilin and the 

unicorn truly represent is quite different: 

the qilin symbolizes good reign, prosperity, 

offspring. The unicorn’s symbology, instead, 
is a mixture of  classical religious and pagan 
literature: it can be an allegory for wisdom, 
purity and healing.

20

The first mention of  a one-horned an-

imal in the West can be found in the work 
Indika of  the Greek historiographer Ctesias 
(440? BC-397? BC). Reporting travelers’ ac-

counts, Ctesias writes about a wild ass-type 
animal living in India that is as big as a horse 

or bigger. It has a single tricolored, eighteen-

inch-long horn between its eyes. It has a 
white body, purple head, and dark blue eyes. 
Drinking from a cup made of  its horn pro-

tects a person from diseases and poisons.
21

 

A few references to a unicorn can be 
found in the Septuagint, the Greek translation 
of  the Old Testament made in the II century 
BC from a previous Hebrew version. Here 
the Hebrew word re’em, referring mainly to 

a wild ox, was mistranslated as μονόκερως 

(monoceros, unicorn). From the descriptions 

of  the unicorn in the Bible, especially in the 
Psalms, as a symbol of  strength and pow-

er, the Church Fathers began to identify the 

unicorn with Jesus Christ.22
 

Also, following a pre-Christian myth, 
the unicorn was said to be attracted by the 
purity of  young maidens and only a virgin 

could tame it. This was probably the origin 
of  the Christological-Mariological interpre-

tation of  the unicorn-virgin relationship de-

veloped in the Syriac version of  the Physiolo-
gus (early 4

th century), a text describing fifty 
different animals, plants and other elements 

with a moral interpretation. According to 
this work, in order to catch a unicorn, the 
hunters had to present a young virgin to it. 

The beast would approach her docilely and 
lay its head on her lap. At this point she 

would grasp its horn and the hunters could 
capture it. The unicorn’s horn is also report-
ed to have the power of  purifying poisoned 
water. The Physiologus explains this dynamic 
as an allegory of  the incarnation of  Jesus in 
Virgin Mary’s blessed womb. As Ehrmans 
writes: “By the fourteenth century, the uni-
corn hunt theme will be allegorically depict-
ed as the Annunciation with the Virgin Mary 
in an enclosed garden. Christ the unicorn 

reaches into her lap, with the Archangel Ga-

briel blowing a horn”.23
 

However, the unicorn also was charged 
with other, negative, meanings, as for exam-

ple in Leonardo Da Vinci’s bestiary (1494), 
where it explicitly symbolizes intemperance: 
“The unicorn through its lack of  temper-
ance, and because it does not know how to 
control itself  for the delight that it has for 

young maidens, forgets its ferocity and wild-

ness; and laying aside all fear it approaches 

to the seated maiden and goes to sleep in 

her lap, and in this way the hunters take it.”24

Although the usage of  this kind of  

symbols had been condemned by the Coun-

cil of  Trent (1545-1563), decreeing that sa-

cred art had to be free of  superstition, of  

sensual appeal, of  the profane and unseem-
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ly,
25 later on, the unicorn was still used to 

symbolize chastity and the taming of  desire. 

This can be seen, for example, in one of  the 
naves of  St. Peter’s Basil in Rome, where 
there is an Allegory Statue of  a partly na-

ked lady holding a unicorn horn, carved by 

Nicolò Menghini in 1647.

Over time, and up to today, the west-
ern unicorn has been given several other 

symbolic connotations including gaiety and 

freedom, which go beyond the scope of  this 
paper. Here it is interesting to note that one 
century after the Council of  Trent, the “Chi-
nese unicorn” qilin was, consciously or not, 
once more taken as a symbol for Christ by 

the China Jesuit Martino Martini.

The qilin as “the Lamb” in Martini’s Sinicae 

Historiae
 

In Martino Martini’s Sinicae Historiae De-
cas Prima, there is a long passage describing 

Confucius’ grief  over the capture and killing 

of  a qilin, taken as a presage of  Christ’s in-

carnation and sacrifice.
Martino Martini was a China Jesuit mis-

sionary from Trento (Italy), who highly con-

tributed to the knowledge of  Chinese histo-

ry, geography and language in Europe. His 
historical masterpiece, Sinicae Historiae Decas 
Prima, was the first history of  ancient China 
written in a western language, namely Latin. 
The book was published in Munich in 1658 
after several years of  work. In compiling the 
Sinicae Historiae Decas Prima, Martini’s main 

goal was to narrate the history of  China 
from its mythological origins until the birth 

of  Christ. The structure he had chosen was 
that of  Livy (Titus Livius 69 BC-17 AD)’s 
history of  Rome, Ab Urbe Condita, which 
narrated the events in groups of  ten books 

(decas). Trying to offer an exact chronology 
of  the events, and given the difference of  

the calendar system, Martini probably began 

from the ascertained and most recent events 

and, with a backward calculation, was then 
able to date the oldest ones, even the reign 

of  the first Chinese sovereign around 2952 
BC. This, however, contradicted the Biblical 
chronology, which dated the universal del-
uge around 2349 BC. Thus, Martini, to avoid 
troubles, found a parallel of  the universal 

deluge in another similar event narrated in 

the Chinese sources, collocating everything 

before it in the myth.

As a matter of  fact, one of  the cor-

nerstones of  the Jesuit missionary strategy 
in China was the accommodation of  the 
Christian religion to the local cultural tradi-

tion based on the Confucian philosophy.
26

 

For this reason, the Jesuits had studied the 
Confucian classics in depth and found sim-

ilarities with the Christian message, thus es-
tablishing that the two traditions were com-

patible.

In the Sinicae Historiae, Martini’s attempt 

at finding a complete accordance between 
the Christian and Confucian morals reaches 

its apex when, in Book IV, he writes about 
Confucius, stating that:

 “[…] very likely he knew the real God, 
because at that time the Chinese did not 

adore idols, did not have ministers for 

their cult but venerated the Sky only”. 
27

 

In the following pages, Martini sub-

stantiates his claim by writing: 

“[…] a Chinese philosopher, who was a 
Christian convert, with my pleasure and 
surprise, made me notice that in the last 

part of  the Confucian book called Chun-
cieu (Chunqiu 春秋), Confucius predicted 

that the Word would become flesh and 
precisely in which year of  the Chinese 
cycle.”

28
 

Actually, in the Chunqiu Zuozhuan there 

is only a short passage on the capture of  a 

qilin reporting Confucius’ surprise in seeing 

it.
29 The episode as told by Martini can be 

found in one of  his main sources for the 

annals of  Chinese history: the Zizhi tongjian 
qianbian 資治通鑑前編 (Previous supple-
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ment to the Comprehensive Mirror to Aid in 
Government), written by Jin Lüxiang 金履祥 

(1232–1303) in 1264.
30 The passage reads as 

follows: 

“Emperor Jingus (Jing 敬) had been 

reigning for 39 years and the 37
th
 cycle 

was at the 57th
 year, called kengxin (geng 

shen 庚申), when, outside the Western 
Gate the hunters of  the king of  Lu 鲁 

captured and killed a rare animal, called 

kilin (qilin 麒麟), known only in China. 
It was always said that, when this ani-
mal appeared, a most pure hero would 
come to announce the happiest times to 

the world. When Confucius knew about 
that, he beat his chest and with a deep 
sigh said: - Oh kilin, who said you would 
come? […] now my teaching is going 
to end, because you have come. – After 

these words, he turned his face towards 
the walls and cried incessantly. It must be 
said that the Chinese call kilin a very doc-

ile and tame animal, that does not hurt 

anybody and is not able to defend itself  

from those who want to kill him.”31

Upon the suggestion of  the Christian 
convert, Martini gives the above passage a 

Christian interpretation, where the qilin is 

seen as the Lamb of  God, its killing as Jesus 
Christ’s sacrifice, and Confucius as a proph-

et who foresees the coming of  the Saviour:

“That Christian philosopher told me 
that the words “Lamb of  God” in Chi-
nese language can be rendered as kilin. 
The Chinese dislike the word “Lamb” 
because in their language there is no dif-

ference between lamb and goat. The fact 
that the characters of  kengxin, the name 

of  the year in which the kilin was killed, 
are the same of  the year in which, 475 
years later, our Savior was born, leads us 
to think that Confucius had had a pres-

age and that his tears were a manifesta-

tion of  joy for the arrival of  the Saint of  

the Saints, of  which the kilin was a sym-

bol. In the following years, Confucius 
stopped writing, did not finish his book 
on the admonitions for the kings and said 

he had concluded his teaching; these are 

the signs that he knew of  the arrival of  
who would bring the real laws, would halt 
all the wars and before whom all the phi-
losophers would withdraw, closing their 
schools. The death of  the kilin appears to 

be a presage for the death of  the Savior, 

because this beast was killed at the West-
ern Gate, just like Jesus Christ who, like 
a lamb, was carried out the Western Gate 
to be conducted to sacrifice, was cruci-
fied to save the human beings and faced 
immediate death.”

32

As to justify himself  for having pushed 

the reasoning a bit far, Martini concludes: 

“This was told to me by the Chinese phi-
losopher, and I let the reader judge [its 

truth].”

Martini apparently was not aware that 
the qilin could be associated with a “uni-
corn” and we do not know whether he en-

quired on its appearance. He had been told 
that the beast was meek and tame and that its 
appearance was a positive omen. Also, learn-

ing that the common Western metaphor of  

the “lamb” to refer to the Son of  God was 
not well received among the Chinese, Mar-
tini thought that it could be easily replaced 

by the qilin, in order to render the Christian 

message as close and familiar as possible to 

the local cultural tradition.
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